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The last ten years have seen animated film and computer game technology evolve to a point where controlling
astronomical numbers of animated characters at once is part and parcel of a modern production. These urban crowds,
armies, flotillas, and road traffic are no longer pre-calculated or hand-animated. Movement of these characters
is dynamic, reactive, intelligent, and in the case of many complex systems occurs in real-time; each character
is controlled by an intelligent agent. Because of its fast, efficient, and reactive properties, and its capacity for
intelligence, fuzzy logic is an excellent choice of reactive motion control technology for these systems. However,
there is a major drawback; each new character that a fuzzy controller is designed for has di↵erent specifications size, speed, and acceleration - and therefore each new character requires a very large amount of manual tweaking of
fuzzy set parameters, rules, thresholds, and other connected system parameters before it operates e↵ectively (and
realistically). We are interested in developing a generalised fuzzy navigation algorithm for 3D animated characters.
To approach this goal we are developing a self-calibrating fuzzy controller using a hybrid fuzzy-genetic algorithm.
The new algorithm that we present here is stage 2 of this target algorithm - a genetic fuzzy rule-based system that
takes a new character and trains its controlling agent to operate in its intended 3D environment dynamically, in
real-time, and in a parallel fashion on one CPU+GPU for very fast fuzzy rule-base tuning.
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Abstract
This paper introduces a new Genetic-Fuzzy System (GFS)
that optimises animated character motion. The main innovation of our GFS is that it is able to optimise motion during run-time, which means that it is ideal for games and
real-time simulations. Fuzzy controllers are currently a very
popular method for animated character perception and control, and are often used to control crowds of characters in
gigantic battle scenes. A major drawback of fuzzy systems
is that for each new type of character time-intensive manual
calibration of system parameters is required. In this paper
we introduce a fuzzy-genetic system as a possible approach
for addressing this knowledge gap. We also exhaustively
explore the parameter space of this system to establish a set
of best practices for use, and discuss how it can be implemented to run in the background during normal execution
of a simulation.

Figure 1: A car in our Dublin traffic simulation perceives
the environment using a typical fuzzy representation (superimposed). In this case the green car is classifying the angle
to other vehicles from it’s heading in fuzzy terms; narrow
green, mid (yellow), and wide (red). Objects covered by
more than one set are considered a partial member of both;
thus the gold car is at a mid-wide fuzzy angle.

Keywords: 3D animation, genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic,
machine learning.
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Introduction
active motion control apply equally well to a diverse range
of animated characters, including simulated all-terrain vehicles [1]. Fuzzy logic is the reactive AI mechanism of choice
for cinematic crowd-simulation industry leaders Massive
Software [2, 3], which was used for the giant battle-scenes
in both the Lord of the Rings trilogy [4] and in the Narnia
series of movies for both the perception and for the motion
control of animated characters.

Fuzzy controllers are an elegant solution for intelligent motion control of real-time animated characters. Fuzzy logic
produces smooth motion outputs, allows animated characters to react to changing environments and moving obstacles in real-time, and does so with minimal processing
power. This technology is ideal for modern games and 3D
simulations that need to simulate massive crowds of animated characters, where each character requires its own realistic motion.

At face value it appears that a fuzzy motion system is ideal
for generalisation; that we could quite easily package such
a system into a plug-in that can control virtually any ani-

Our previous works have found that fuzzy controllers for re1

mated character or robotic application. The problem with
generalised application is that each character has a unique
rôle, physical and performance characteristics, and operating environment. This means that, while the essential kernel
of the system - the fuzzy decision-making process - applies
broadly, all the parameters of the fuzzy systems need to be
tailored to suit each new type of animated character; be it
a lumbering troll, a lane-changing city bus, or a 1940s tank
surmounting a rubble-strewn battlefield. In a fuzzy system
all of these variables and parameters are grouped into what
is called a fuzzy knowledge-base (KB). The knowledgebase then breaks down into two distinct categories;

Figure 2: This example of fuzzy input set functions is from
the city bus in our traffic simulation. It takes a real angle
to an obstacle in radians, and fuzzifies this into either full
or partial membership in the narrow, mid and wide fuzzy
values. For a 3D-spacial representation of this classification
see Figure 1.

• the data-base (DB), which determines the size and
shape of fuzzy set functions (used for fuzzification and
defuzzification)
• the rule-base (RB), which contains a list matching every possible combination of fuzzy inputs to a valid
fuzzy output

“if a car is near and the angle to it is narrow then steer
sharply away”

Genetic-Fuzzy System hybrids (GFS) have long been used
to solve optimisation problems inherent in fuzzy systems [5] by evoling the scale and shape of either the database or through tuning the rule-base. However, each new
GFS requires a unique problem-dependent architecture
and fitness function. Fuzzy-Genetic algorithms have been
used for training mobile robot obstacle-avoidance, an application domain inherently similar to simulated vehicle
and animated character motion, and this approach has been
shown to generate comprehensible and reliable fuzzy rules
through this method [6]. Although some works have begun
to explore GFS for autonomous agent motion in very basic stochastic applications [7], using a GFS for automatic
training of 3D animated character motion is a new problem
domain, and as such we have a designed a new GFS framework.
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Most intelligent agent systems would use a mathematical
function to match inputs to outputs, but with a fuzzy system
we can use a table to look up our rules very quickly. This
rule table, which is known as a Fuzzy Associative Memory
Matrix, or FAMM, matches each fuzzy distance and angle
to fuzzy output values. As an example, the FAMM that
we are using for change to steering in the route-following
component of our simulated bus is given in Table 1.
near
medium
far

narrow
sharp
medium
very light

mid
medium
very light
zero

wide
very light
zero
zero

Table 1: FAMM for change to steering in the obstacleavoidance component of a simulated Dublin bus. Output
fuzzy steering adjustments are given for each fuzzy input
distances and angle combination.

Method: Fuzzy Controllers in Animation

To cover cases where inputs are a partial member of multiple input sets because the input values fall inside overlapping set membership functions (such as the gold car in Figure 1) we evaluate all of the rules, and aggregate the outputs together using a centre of mass function weighted by
the degree of membership in each fuzzy input set, and is of
the form:

The primary use of fuzzy controllers is to simplify an
agent’s understanding of its environment. Instead of classifying distances and angles in terms of meters and degrees,
for example, we classify angles in human-like terms as being members of fuzzy sets narrow, mid or wide and distances near, medium or far. This classification is called
fuzzification and is done by taking the real input values and
evaluating their fuzzy equivalents using fuzzy set membership functions.

outputcrisp =

An example of this procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.
Once we have simplified perceptions into discrete forms
like this, then we can perform some human-like reasoning
by matching our inputs together. An example fuzzy rule:

m0 ⇤ w0 + m1 ⇤ w1 + ... + mn ⇤ wn
(1)
w0 + w1 + ... + wn

Where m is a mid-value (also known as a singleton value)
for a fuzzy output set; for example sharp turn might have
a mid-value of 2rad · s 1 , and very light turn might have
a mid-value of 0.5rad · s 1 , and where w is the weight
2
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Genetic-Fuzzy System Design

Besides our modest aim of automatically tuning the motion
control for an animated character, evolutionary algorithms
have the potential to tackle several “Holy Grail” problems
for computer animation and games, and we have designed
our system to investigate these as well:
(1) One size fits all - Given that our fuzzy controller model
applies to a diverse range of animated characters, should
the GFS significantly improve the motion of one character,
then it has the potential to become a generalised intelligent
motion control system for animated characters, that can automatically calibrate itself to suit a given character’s peculiarities, environment, and rôle. A human designer would
then only need to adjust the parameters of the fitness function to produce desired behaviours, rather than tinker with
the vast array of fuzzy parameters. In the case of our target
city traffic simulation we have a large number of vehicles
of different shapes and sizes - from sedans to buses to giant amphibious tour vehicles - and it would be very useful
if we could provide one rough set of movement rules and
have it fit itself to the movement requirements of each type
of vehicle.

Figure 3: Our fuzzy decision-making component architecture, which has two fuzzy perception inputs (angle and
distance), a 3⇤3 rule table which matches input fuzzy sets to
output fuzzy sets, and two fuzzy motion defuzzifiers (steering adjustment and desired speed) which aggregate the values of fuzzy output sets together and produce a crisp output.
Larger systems stitch thousands of decision-making components together into a massive graph, but we are using only
two such nodes in our system.

value, between 0 and 1, of a particular fuzzy output set.
This output procedure is called defuzzification and produces
a final real (crisp) value. In our car steering example this
crisp output will be a steering adjustment value in radians.

(2) Run-time adaptive learning - The belief has long been
held that genetic algorithms are far too resource-intensive to
learn during run-time of a simulation or game [8], and that a
very large number of generations and very large populations
are required. Optimisation of artificially intelligent characters is usually performed in long, objectively designed and
evaluated staged batches prior to actual use. The major
notable exception is the NERO game [9, 10], which uses
a human-guided training system and operates in real-time.
There are limitations to the existing pre-trained paradigm;
it can not adapt to suit new conditions in real-time, which
means that characters are unable to cope with any change to
operating environment or to a new scenario after the initial
training phase is finished. This means that if a very complex
environment is developed in a film scene, for example, and
the characters are trained in a long process to operate optimally in this specific environment, then any later changes
to the scene (which in practice will always occur) would
require recalibrating the brains of all the agents. It would
be much handier if the characters were able to simply adapt
themselves to the environment as design decisions changed.

The basic fuzzy decision-making architecture that we are
using for all of our animated characters is illustrated in
Figure 3. Complex fuzzy logic brains for movie characters contain trees of thousands of cascading fuzzy decisionmaking nodes of this type [4], but our systems are considerably simpler case and comprise only two of these fuzzy
decision-making nodes:

• A reactive obstacle avoidance controller
• A target-seeking or route-following controller
Using both of our decision-making modules, environment
elements (obstacles and destinations) are fuzzified into input values for angle and distance. Once these have been
obtained we match the fuzzy distances near (N), medium
(M), and far (F) to the fuzzy angles narrow (N), mid (M),
and wide (W) in our FAMM. We have found that 3 sets for
each input is sufficient (which gives us a 3x3 rule table), and
that the more larger, more detailed rule-bases are superfluous in this kind of application. Our rule-base (RB) contains
the complete matching for every input, and provides an output fuzzy set for each rule, for both change in steering, and
for desired speed. Therefore, with 2 fuzzy decision-making
modules that have 3 ⇤ 3 fuzzy inputs apiece, we have 18
combinations of inputs, and as each of these combinations
is used for 2 fuzzy outputs then in total our fuzzy system
requires 36 fuzzy rules.

(3) Interacting with human players - If we can show that
a GFS can operate on commodity hardware in tandem with
a fully graphical game-like 3D simulation, and that it can
make some improvement to fitness in a small number of
hours, then we can replace the idea of a pre-packaged AI
paradigm with one where machine learning in entertainment can be human-interactive. This has implications for
more complex systems such as tactical computer game opponents. If the fuzzy systems are simple enough to evolve
within game time constraints then a new set of tools can
be developed to challenge and immerse humans in a more
3

interactive, and personalised virtual world.

3.1

in the rule-base that resulted in a large number of characters
stopping just short of their destination. The lower plot in the
figure gives us these results - which contain an enormous
amount of error, due to the disparity between 1 scores
and those in the 280 300 range. As such the score heuristic did not stabilise until after 100 runs. Because we are
actually interested in fostering quality of motion-in-transit
of the characters, and not whether they arrived at the exact
target destination, we compensated for this oversight and
replotted the graph. Nevertheless we discovered an important principle in the design of fitness functions for dynamic
3D environments - rewarding agents with pass/fail criteria
is not sufficient - you must evaluate based on continuous
motion. We can see in the amended (upper) plot line that a
reliable fitness evaluation was then obtained in only 25 30
runs of this type.

Finding the Threshold of Shortest Evaluation

Before we can attempt run-time adaptive learning we need
to establish how long it takes to evaluate each individual.
As a control study we set up a simple experiment to mimic
typical 3D graphical computer game conditions. A number of characters were moved through an obstacle course,
taking approximately 2 minutes of simulation time per run
through the course. The characters were all given pseudorandom starting positions and orientations at the start of
every run and had to cope with varied terrain and obstacles. We created a simple self-evaluation heuristic score
that penalised characters for intersecting with obstacles, and
awarded points for shorter times to the destination.

3.2

Evaluation Method

“It is not the strongest species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the ones most responsive to change.” - Charles
Darwin [11]
Our experiments have shown that the current state-of-theart approaches for optimising animated character motion
are highly ineffectual, and fraught with technical difficulties. Our initial approach was to use batch-driven optimisations, where the rule-base of the agent was tweaked
±1 level of fuzzy output value in continuous simulation,
and in which characters were put through a prepared obstacle course representing their target operating environment. Upon completion of the course, characters would
be restarted at a new starting position and orientation. We
identified the following problems with this method:
• Special obstacle courses need to be prepared for training
Figure 4: How many runs is enough to establish a reliable
fitness estimate? The first (lower) plot was unreliable, and
didn’t stablise until around the 70 run mark as a number of
technical difficulties were producing 1 (failed) evaluation
scores. After removing these, and re-plotting the graph, we
can see that we already have a useful score heuristic by only
20-30 runs.

• Training is hard to distribute across multiple machines

No evolution took place, and all agents were using the same
fuzzy KB. We were interested in how many simulation runs
of this length needed to be accumulated before a reliable
estimation of fitness was found. Figure 4 presents the results of this study. An important side-effect of this study
was that it highlighted a flaw in our evaluation method - we
were awarding a score to individuals on completion of the
run. Individuals that did not arrive at the destination location were awarded a 1 (complete failure) score. Observation of the process showed that, whilst overall motion performance of the characters was good, there was a small flaw

• The system is unable to adapt to later change in the
environment

• Lots of infrastructural changes are required to the target simulation or a separate training simulation is required.
• This kind of training could never tailor itself to particular human controller.

It has been proposed to comparatively benchmark the performance of motion algorithms across a range of abstracted
case-scenarios [12, 13]. This is a promising approach for
evaluating our own motion system, and using this evaluation as a fitness heuristic to drive our optimisations. We
could then simply look up in score a table to see which algorithm best suits our environment, or as the designers suggest with their formula, find an overall best-scoring steering
4

algorithm over all tests. However, because animated characters have such a diverse range of applications and motion
types we propose that it a fitness for purpose, or a run-time
evaluated approach to application that is taken. Because
we intend to evaluate the motion of our characters continuously, and in real-time, this means that our evaluation
heuristic is completely subjective and can not be compared
between different systems, and that even within one simulation, if the environment changes over time then so will the
evaluation. This approach does have the unique advantage
that a character can adapt to suit new conditions, or to a
particular human player in game.

3.3

Algorithm 1 The chromosome for an individual of the
DUKW all-terrain mode species. This individual is batch 0
(B:0) of generation 1 (G:1). Each 3-digit cluster represents
a fuzzy inference rule. Each set of 9 rules is a complete
mapping for a fuzzy output. Our genetic algorithm operates
by changing the value of the third digit (the rule output) of
the 3-digit clusters using our genetic algorithm.
G:1
021
225
000
005

Architecture of the Dynamic GFS

The KB of a fuzzy system is not a homogeneous structure
but is rather the union of qualitatively different components;
the rule-base and the data-base. Thus Genetic Fuzzy Systems are designed to operate on either part [5]. In this architecture we have chosen to only concentrate on optimising the rule-base, as output fuzzy values can be treated as
discrete numbers, and are therefore easy to increment or
decrement during mutation. We consider data-base optimisation to be the more complex challenge, and will thus
investigate scaling and modification to fuzzy set functions
in future works.
Our first therefor, is to create a genetic structure representation (chromosome) for our fuzzy rules. Our genetic operators (selection, crossover, and mutation) can then treat our
rules as if they were biological processes dealing with genetic code. In our encoding method each rule is recorded
as a three-digit cluster. The first digit represents a fuzzy input value for fuzzy input angle, the second for fuzzy input
distance, and the third is a fuzzy output value. Both input
and output fuzzy values are expressed as integers rather than
a fuzzy name; e.g. zero is expressed as 0, and a very light
turn as a 1. This makes manipulation very easy, as the entire
rule-set of 36 rules is simply a string of characters, whilst
it retains some human readability. To aid in identifying individuals later we have added a genetic ear tag to the front
of the code, which indicates which generation and batch of
runs the individual came from. An example individual’s
chromosome from our experiments is given in Algorithm 1,
with rules separated by spaces for clarity.

B:0
122
124
011
014

223
023
022
022

011
214
100
104

113
113
112
113

214
012
123
121

001
201
200
202

014
102
213
211

025
001
224
220

Figure 5: Dynamic evolution during real-time simulation
execution. Real-time evolution is feasible as GA demands
of the simulation itself are extremely lean; actual evolutionary functions are managed in an external process (see Figure 6). Here a light-weight module loads new fuzzy rule
sets and distributes these to character-controlling agents on
the fly. The agents output their performance data to logs at
regular intervals.

We have designed our in-simulation architecture with a
view to making minimal intrusions on the target simulation
for two reasons. Firstly, we identified in Section 3.2 that
one drawback of existing genetic algorithm models is that
they require extensive changes to simulation infrastructures.
We suggest a light plug-in approach, which integrates seamlessly into the existing fuzzy architectures, requires very little CPU overhead, and has only a very small dependency
on the target simulation’s programming language and implementation. Our simulation plug-in module is illustrated
in Figure 5.
5

the sake of broad applicability (so that the algorithm functions consistently even when we experiment with very small
population sizes) we have only used a value of p = 2 in
our experiments so far. The parent chromosomes are then
crossed over to produce a population size of n children.
The cross-over mechanism moves along the chromosome
one rule at a time and has a set 50% chance of choosing
either parent’s output fuzzy set for each rule. Each rule has
an r (radiation-level) chance of it being mutated by 0 to m
fuzzy output levels. We have attempted to exhaustively explore the complete range of genetic algorithm variables, the
results of which are presented in Section 4.

Figure 6: Operation of the breeding tool chain. This
pipeline runs independently of, and asynchronously to the
subject simulation. Firstly, log files from simulations are
read and compiled into training runs. A fitness score is
computed for every training run. When all runs are completed every member in the population is ranked by fitness
score against those from older generations. Top-ranking individuals are selected for reproduction, and their offspring
mutated and distributed to simulations.

The fitness function that we have used for our initial experiments is has been designed to be as simple as is practical,
and is given in Equation 2 as the fitness awarded to an individual i.
f itnessi = c̄2 ⇤ wc + (1

A small module loads all available chromosomes into the
simulation on programme execution. During run-time it
distributes these to the agents, and once all runs are completed it looks for a new generation of rule-sets to load
and distribute on-the-fly. Agents log performance (fitness
function components) at regular mileage intervals; these are
treated as small parts of training runs. These can then be
compiled at a later stage for fitness evaluation. This implies
continuous evaluation that is both subjective, and also interruptible, which makes it ideal for computer games where a
game might not last for an entire evaluation cycle. Because
the runs are split into small segments and logged incrementally the training can then be resumed at a later stage with
very little training time loss.

v̄
) ⇤ wv
vmax

(2)

Where c̄ represents our “crash-rating” - the mean penetration or intersection of the character with obstacles during
the run in meters. We leave this in its original squared
form (distance comparisons in most simulations are usually
squared to avoid use of the CPU-expensive square root operator) for expediency. And where v represents the speed of
the vehicle. In our case we are taking the mean speed of the
vehicle over the maximum desired speed - the “ideal” speed
vmax . Each of the equation components are multiplied by a
weighting factor (represented by wc and wv ) which can be
used to reward obstacle-avoidance behaviour or expediency
to a higher or lower degree. For our initial experiments we
have left these weights set to 1. Our perfect fitness is a score
of 0 so we aim to minimise the fitness. For an example fitness evaluation, if we have a crash rating of 0.4m2 and an
average speed of 20 out of an ideal 30k · h 1 then we award
the individual a fitness of 0.7333.

The actual breeding of new generations based on genetic
operators is handled in an external pipeline, as illustrated
in Figure 6. This pipeline is then not dependent on the implementation of the target simulation and can operate quite
independently of simulation. Once independent of the simulation the CPU demands of the whole system are very low,
as the breeding pipeline does not need to remain in-synch
with the updates of the simulation. It can also readily take
advantage of any available multi-core hardware by occupying a separate process altogether.
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Experiments and Results

We designed a range of experiments in-simulation to attempt to disprove our hypothesis “That a dynamic geneticfuzzy system is a feasible approach for optimising a fuzzy
rule-base”, and also to exhaustively explore the larger part
of the parameter space of the genetic algorithm in order to
establish a range of best practices for employment of the
dynamic GFS.

This separate tool-chain reads in all of the logged evaluation results output by the simulation and compiles them
into complete runs. The runs are then evaluated with a fitness function, and when all of the runs for an individual are
compiled, then it is ranked according to its fitness score.
The fact gene-pool in our architecture retains the best individuals from earlier generations, and new individuals are
ranked against these.

All of our experiments were conducted in a free-roaming
3D graphical simulation that we constructed using the
OGRE3D [14] graphics library, where we allowed simulated to-scale 1940s tanks to pseudo-randomly traverse an
obstacle-strewn environment similar to that found in many
modern computer games. The vehicles were accurately
simulated with historical performance data, and a simple

As for genetic operators, our selection operator takes the
best p parent individuals from the top of the fitness rank
and these are used for breeding the new generation. For
6

Figure 8: We discovered that the level of gene mutation
made very little difference to fitness improvement, except
that high-levels (5 6) produced a lot of useless individuals
that were unsuitable for run-time use.
Figure 7: We can see that our mutation probabilities in the
range 20 60% are the fastest learners with a “sweet spot”
at r = 20 breaking the minima trap by 45 generations.

bility of gene mutation r. All of the other genetic algorithm
variables were kept constant; with m = 3, and n = 4.
As we were evolving during a continuous simulation we included a control case r = 0 to observe how the changing
condition of the simulation was affecting the fitness evaluation itself. The results are presented in Figure 7. We ran our
experiment with 6 different “radiation” levels. The control
case showed us that our simulation stabilised after 3 generations time as the characters tended to spread themselves
further apart. At this point we have a base fitness level of
0.86. The extreme cases; r = 10 and r = 80 were slowest learners, with all results tending to a local minima trap
around a fitness of 0.3. Only r = 20 broke through this
trap by 45 generations. Overall the results indicate that the
genetic algorithm was making a significant improvement to
fitness over the control case. The difference in rate of improvement to fitness between over the entire range of probabilities of mutation is marginal, with a sweet spot around
r = 20.

physics simulation applied to braking, acceleration, turning
friction, hill climbing and descent. Thus we put our fuzzycontrolled agents in a typically complex game or film-type
environment that they had to perceive and operate in using
a very simple fuzzy system. We found that we were able
to quite comfortably distribute our training over 40 characters simultaneously on a commodity desktop machine without adversely affecting the frame-rate of the simulation or
overly cluttering our test environment.
At the start of each experiment our characters were randomly scattered around the landscape, and continuously
given destinations to move to. The characters had to avoid a
large range of shapes and sizes of static and dynamic obstacle, including long walls, and other moving vehicles, whilst
being forced to move through steep craters, hills, and flat
areas. The simulation was not restarted between evaluation runs, but rather the new runs were awarded randomly
to available characters in an uninterrupted fashion. In all of
the experiments we started all of the agents with the same
default hand-crafted fuzzy rule-base, which was capable of
motion but was able to be greatly improved. We designed a
series of experiments which would evaluate our genetic algorithm’s variables; mutation range (m) where each fuzzy
output value to be mutated would be adjusted ±m levels,
probability of gene mutation (r), and population size (n).
We based all our experiments on our preliminary study (see
Figure fig:prelim-cleaned) which showed that 20-30 runs
was sufficient for minimising error in our evaluation, thus
we repeat the evaluation of each generation 30 times in every experiment.

Our second experiment was designed to explore the parameter space of the mutation level m. We hypothesised that
our m variable would be the most important in our genetic
algorithm, and that higher the mutation levels would punch
through minima traps discovered at lower levels. Our experiment conditions were the same as in our previous experiment, but with r held constant at 20%. The results of
this are presented in Figure 8 where we can see that the
data is not consistent with our hypothesis. In fact, lower
mutation levels of 1-2 were adequate for quickly tuning the
rule-base. All of the different levels were trapped in our familiar 0.3 minima, with only our m = 3 breaking through
this within 50 generations. An interesting observations of
mutation levels was that where the mutation level was set
to higher levels of 5 or 6 a huge number of individuals produced were completely useless and remained stationary or
quivering with malformed steering brains. As mentioned

Our first experiment was designed to find the ideal proba7

time optimisation in 3D graphical simulations and games as
it too CPU-intensive, takes too long, and requires huge populations.
In addition to presenting our complete GFS architecture, we
have also identified a range of best practices for use, and
found the ideal range for genetic algorithm parameters in
this type of application - m = 3, n = 4, r = 20.
Our success at training our experiments’ characters indicates that our architecture is a strong candidate for a generic
auto-calibrating controller for animated character motion,
and we intend to investigate the full breadth of possible application in future works including flocking animal simulations, pedestrian crowd simulations, and traffic simulations.
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